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What is the purpose and role of transmission lines?

Transmission Line Electricity – Q & A

NOTICE

REFERENCES

Does the release of energy at points on conductors of 
transmission lines affect the performance of electrical 
appliances in homes, cars, or tractors or reception of 
GPS or mobile phone signals?

Do DC or AC lines produce audible noise?
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Why is the frequency important?

What are the sources of electric and magnetic fields 
from AC and DC transmission lines?

 

Electricity carried by AC and DC transmission lines 
creates electric and magnetic fields (EMF). Are the fields 
the same for AC and DC lines?

Do the EMF from DC and AC lines cause dangerous 
shocks to persons?

Do AC or DC fields adversely affect the health of people, 
farm animals or crops?

How are electric and magnetic fields similar  
or different?
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